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Abstract—The development of futuristic wireless infrastructure
necessitates low power consumption, high reliability, and massive
connectivity. One of the most promising solutions to address these
requirements is the integration of aerial base station (ABS) based
communication systems that employ both in the air (aerial) and
on the ground (terrestrial) components. This integration enhances
line of sight connections, enabling the fulfillment of escalating
quality-of-service (QoS) demands. This article examines the prob-
lem of resource allocation in ABS assisted multi-hop wireless net-
works. We investigate a joint optimization problem that involves
subcarrier (SC) assignment, power allocation, and blocklength
allocation, subject to delay, reliability, and QoS constraints to
improve the sum-rate under the finite blocklength (FBL) regime.
We propose an approach for SC allocation and selection of
cooperative ABSs based on matching theory. Subsequently, we
employ an alternating optimization method to propose a novel
bisection-based low-complexity adaptation (BLCA) algorithm to
optimize the resource allocation policy. This algorithm includes
a two-step projected gradient descent-based strategy to optimize
the power allocation on each SC using dynamic and geometric
programming. Furthermore, we examine flexible blocklength
and power allocation use cases under the next generation of
multiple access techniques. Monte-Carlo simulations validate that
the proposed algorithmic solution significantly achieves a near-
optimal solution while requiring 1600 times less computational
cost compared to benchmarks in its counterparts.

Index Terms—URLLC, ABSs, Resource allocation, Integrated
Aerial Terrestrial Networks, blocklength optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE emergence of advanced wireless infrastructure has
transformed how information is generated, disseminated,

received, and perceived [1]. The capacity is expected to
increase by up to 1000 times to support the growing number
of wireless users and internet of things (IoTs) devices [2].
Therefore, a few novel communication paradigms are needed
to address three key connectivity types that align with the new
technical requirements: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB)
to provide high throughput for demanding clients, massive
machine-type communication (mMTC) to support low-cost,
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low-power IoT devices, and ultra-reliable low-latency com-
munication (URLLC) to support mission-critical IoT devices,
such as tactile internet and autonomous vehicles, which require
stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements to achieve a
delay of less than one millisecond and reliability greater than
99.9999% [3].

In the context of 5G and beyond, aerial base stations (ABSs)
have recently emerged as highly adaptable airborne wireless
technology to ensure massive connectivity with minimal hu-
man intervention. They provide high data rates and a wide
range of services, including monitoring of the Internet of
agricultural things, surveillance during natural disasters, and
data offloading in different hotspots [4]. Properties like low
infrastructure expenditures, controlled mobility, and flexible
deployment also make them a great choice [5]. Non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) is emerging as a new paradigm
in cellular networks and beyond applications to address the
problem of scarcity in shared spectrum resources [6]. It helps
maintain high link quality ubiquitously and increases spectral
efficiency by exploiting available resources more efficiently.
Therefore, the integration of NOMA allows ABSs to provide a
practical pathway to meet the demand for massive connectivity
and improved energy efficiency [7].

The emergence of short packets with finite blocklength
(FBL) is considered a key enabler for supporting emerging
technologies such as intelligent transportation systems and vir-
tual reality [8]. Given that advanced wireless networks require
reliable and efficient transmission, studying communication
systems in the FBL regime becomes crucial. However, the
total achievable rate cannot be approximated using the Shan-
non capacity formula, which demands an alternative solution
[9]. Prior work not only highlights some inherent problems,
such as channel estimation errors and successive interference
cancellation (SIC), but also brings further challenges, such
as the spatial distribution of ABSs which poses challenges
in the security domain, and flexible mobility which makes
the channel more complex [10]. Therefore, there is a strong
need to explore the potential applications of integrated aerial
terrestrial communication in the FBL regime by utilizing next
generation multiple access techniques1.

1It refers to innovative techniques that surpass conventional approaches. In
the context of 5G and beyond, these techniques explore novel methodologies,
i.e., NOMA to optimize resource allocation, resulting an improved URLLC
characterized by higher data rates, reduced latency, and enhanced connectivity.
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In the leading study of [11], the potential of intelligent
reflecting surfaces (IRS) based ABS is investigated. It is tested
in real-world settings including constrained QoS requirements.
However, the proposed method is not suitable for need based
networks specifically in situations like disaster response and
mission-critical applications (where the existing infrastructure
may be severely damaged or unavailable). Hence, a small
malfunction or failure in reflective elements can have a signif-
icant impact on overall network performance and reliability.
The author in [12] proposes a low-complexity algorithm to
position the ABS and plan an efficient route for data collec-
tion, resulting in improved performance subject to delay. The
researchers observed that the placement of ABSs is complex
and requires attention. Therefore, the authors in [13] developed
a framework that uses Markov chain and Gibbs sampling.
The study is extended to use clustering for deploying ABSs
and user association using NOMA. However, the number of
covered users served by a single ABS is limited [14].

Considering these factors, it is better to rely on more
traditional and reliable communication technologies to align
better with the requirements and objectives of a need based
network. Motivated by the benefits of ABS and NOMA, their
integration is analyzed and investigated. In [15], opportunistic
channel gain disparities against each IoT device are identified,
and the positions of ABSs are optimized, which becomes more
challenging when power limitations constrain the problem. To
maximize the minimum rate, [16] investigates aerial jamming
and power allocation to enhance security and reliability in
ABS-assisted NOMA communication. Additionally, in the lat-
ter work, a relay selection strategy is explored to optimize the
power allocation of ABSs and to maximize energy efficiency
under the NOMA scheme [17].

To meet the increasing requirements of URLLC, the use
of NOMA is being investigated in the FBL regime with
reliability constraints [18]. Due to the benefits of FBL, efficient
bandwidth allocation schemes that consider delay constraints
have also been developed. However, the use of multiple hops
adds complexity to both the resource allocation and decision-
making processes. In [19], the authors optimize the amount
of information transmitted from the control station of an
ABS-aided system by concurrently optimizing blocklength and
transmit power. This work is further extended to jointly opti-
mize ABS placement and transmit power to reduce decoding
error probability (DEP) [20]. The research is then expanded
to an optimal resource allocation technique for heterogeneous
communication links that use both orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) and NOMA [21]. However, it should be noted that the
proposed approach is limited to throughput maximization and
does not provide a closed-form expression. Hence, developing
a low-complexity and connectivity-aware optimal resource al-
location policy is crucial for enhancing network performance.
However, the strong coupling between optimization variables
poses a challenge, especially when grouping IoT devices in
multi-carrier transmission. In this work, we investigate the
development of a resource allocation strategy for multi-carrier
communication. It involves a fast network formation where

integrated aerial terrestrial networks2 can be used to ensure
IoT device connectivity in a signal dead zone. The primary
contributions of this work are outlined below.

• We examine a problem in an integrated aerial terrestrial
network that involves mixed-integer non-linear program-
ming. To address this issue, we reframe the problem of
maximizing the sum-rate by utilizing its decomposition
property and jointly optimizing the channel allocation,
power allocation, and blocklength allocation for both
OMA and NOMA systems.

• We utilize the alternating optimization method to present
an iterative bisection-based low-complexity adaption
(BLCA) algorithm for optimizing the resource allocation
problem subject to delay, reliability, and QoS constraints.
The formulated problem is solved in three steps. Firstly,
we employ the matching theory to allocate subcarriers
(SCs) and select the best cooperative ABSs. Secondly,
we compute the optimal blocklength using the bisection
algorithm. Finally, we use dynamic and geometric pro-
gramming to perform power distribution by optimizing
the power budget on each SC with a two-tier projected
gradient descent-based algorithm.

• We evaluate the optimality of the BLCA algorithm
against a high complexity benchmark scheme, namely
lagrangian duality and dynamic programming (LDDP),
which employs Lagrangian dual to relax the individ-
ual power constraint [22]. To this end, Monte Carlo
simulations are conducted to compare the performance
of the proposed algorithmic solution against the LDDP
scheme. Moreover, for comparative analysis, two bench-
mark algorithms are also implemented, where the worst
SC is avoided being assigned to a transmitting node
[23], [24]. Additionally, the proposed algorithmic solu-
tion is analyzed against random and fixed blocklength
approaches using legacy OMA and NOMA with different
power allocation schemes. Results show that the proposed
algorithmic solution significantly achieves a near-optimal
solution and outperforms the LDDP scheme.

The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the case of interest and a mathematical framework
for the proposed work. Section III formulates the problem and
Section IV presents the proposed solution. Section V provides
simulation results with in-depth analysis. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual architecture of an integrated
aerial terrestrial multi-hop downlink network. The architecture
consists of a single macro base station (MBS) that utilizes
next-generation multiple access schemes to establish commu-
nication with multiple IoT devices. The system comprises a
set of ABSs denoted by u ∈ U = {1, 2, ..., |U|}. This set

2It refers to the integration and convergence of communication systems
that employ both in the air (aerial) on the ground (terrestrial). This concept
helps to establish a unified network infrastructure that inherits the capabilities
of aerial platforms such as ABSs and airborne systems with conventional
terrestrial communication systems.
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Fig. 1. Considered scenario: Uh = {x, y}, where (x, y) ∈ Uh, Uu = {p, q}, where (p, q) ∈ Uu, |I| IoT devices are grouped into L communities located
within the coverage of serving ABSs, and M = {a, b}, where (a, b) ∈ M located within the coverage of MBS.

U is further categorized into two subsets based on different
QoS: the set of cooperative ABSs and the set of serving ABSs
denoted by Uu and Uh, respectively. The cooperative ABSs3

act as relay nodes to facilitate the successful transmission of
messages to the ith IoT device. The set of Uh is represented
by uh ∈ Uh = {x, y, ..., |Uh|} and set of Uu is expressed as
uu ∈ Uu = {p, q, ..., |Uu|}. The IoT devices within the cover-
age of MBS are denoted by the set m ∈ M = {a, b, ..., |M|}
and IoT devices within the coverage of each serving ABS are
represented by set i ∈ I = {u(1)k , u

(2)
k , ..., |I|}. It is important

to note that all IoT devices are positioned on the ground and
can be served either directly from MBS or through ABS using
multi-hop communication.

As it is a need-based network, therefore it is reasonable
to consider that the network is resource-constrained and has
limited bandwidth. We devide the total bandwidth W into
|C| orthogonal SCs, denoted by c ∈ C = {1, 2, ..., |C|},
i.e.,

∑
c∈C

wc = W . Moreover, all devices (IoT devices and

ABSs) are grouped into L communities. The set L is expressed
as l ∈ L = {1, 2, ..., |Lc|}, where c ∈ C and Lc denotes
the maximum number of devices that can be served on the
given SC c. If Lc = 1, it means incorporating the novel
concepts of the orthogonal scheme, whereas 1 < Lc ≤ |S|
means the incorporation of the NOMA scheme. Hence we
define two sets, n ∈ N = {c|c ∈ C, Lc = 1} and
k ∈ K = {c|c ∈ C, 1 < Lc ≤ |S|} containing the indexes
of the OMA SCs and NOMA SCs, respectively. The notation
|S| presents the threshold value for the maximum number of
devices to combine multiple devices on a given SC.

Assume the set Uk and Un containing the indexes of the
devices assigned to NOMA SC (k ∈ K) and OMA SC
(n ∈ N ). We define a set Uk,[uk] = {∪ i, ∥huu,[i]∥2≥
∥huu,[uk]∥2, i, uk ∈ Uk} containing the indexes for IoT de-
vices imposing interference on IoT device uk allocated to
the SC k within the same community, where huu,[i] denotes
the channel of ith IoT device served by serving ABS uu.

3We assume all cooperative ABSs are situated within the coverage of MBS,
and the most optimal cooperative ABSs among them will be elected as relay
nodes.

The priority to provide fairness among each IoT device is
given by

∑
uk∈Uk

ωk,[uk] = 1. The SIC decoding order is also

important for the power domain NOMA. We consider the
optimal decoding error, where we decode the IoT device’s
signals from highest to lowest normalized noise power [25].
If decoding order on the given SC is πk : {Uk,[uk], uk ∈ Uk}.
For i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |Uk|}, πk(i) gives the location of the ith

decoded device on the kth SC while π−1
k (i) gives its decoding

order. The IoT device πk(i) first decodes the signals from
IoT devices πk(1) to πk(i − 1) and before decoding the
needed signal, it subtracts them from the overlaid signal. The
intervention from the IoT devices πk (̄i) for ī > i is considered
as noise.

It is assumed that SCs belonging to set N can serve at-most
single cooperative ABS or IoT devices (within the coverage of
MBS). Still, one SC can serve multiple links simultaneously,
i.e., the link between MBS to the IoT device and between
cooperative to serving ABS. However, each transmission link
can be allocated to no more than one SC between the MBS to
IoT devices (within its coverage) and the link between MBS to
the cooperative ABSs. The SCs belonging to the set K can be
used by a maximum one serving ABS, and that SC can only be
allocated among |S| IoT devices within the community, where
s ∈ S = {2, 3, ..., |S|}. A matrix with size (|Uh|+|M|) × N
is defined to describe the SC allocation indicator for MBS to
cooperative ABSs, and MBS to IoT devices within its vicinity.
It is denoted by ψ =

[
ψnmbs,j

]
. For j ≤ |Uh|, ψnmbs,j = 1

means a SC n is assigned to uthh cooperative ABS, otherwise
ψnmbs,j = 0. Whereas, for j > |Uh|, ψnmbs,j = 1 means a SC
n is assigned to a IoT device m, otherwise ψnmbs,j = 0. We
define a matrix with size |Uu|×K to describe the SC allocation
indicator for serving ABS to IoT devices within its vicinity,
shown by φ =

[
φkuu,[uk]

]
. Therefore, φkuu,[uk]

= 1 means a
SC k is assigned to IoT device uk, otherwise φkuu,[uk]

= 0.

The physical locations of the MBS, mth IoT device, uthh
cooperative ABS, uthu serving ABS, and uthk IoT device
are denoted as (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0), (xm, ym, zm),
(xuh

, yuh
, zuh

), (xuu
, yuu

, zuu
) and (xuk

, yuk
, zuk

), respec-
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tively4. We have used different channel models due to the
different channel characteristics in line of sight (LoS) and
non-LoS (NLoS) probabilities for air to ground, ground
to ground, and ground to air propagation models [26].
The distance between MBS and uthh cooperative ABS and
the distance between MBS and mth IoT device are com-
puted as dmbs,uh

=
√
(x− xuh

)2 + (y − yuh
)2 + (z − zuh

)2

and dmbs,m =
√
(x− xm)2 + (y − ym)2 + (z − zm)2, re-

spectively. The pathloss for the given link is given by
lmbs,m = 55.9 + 38 log(dmbs,m) + (24.5 + 1.5f/925) log(f),
where f represents carrier frequency. The distance between
uh

th cooperative ABS and uu
th serving ABS is given as

duh,uu =
√
(xuh

− xuu
)2 + (yuh

− yuu
)2 + (zuh

− zuu
)2,

where d−αmbs
uh,uu

represents the pathloss, where αmbs represents
the pathloss exponent.

The LoS probability between IoT device uk
and serving ABS uu is given as plos

uu,[uk]
=

1

1+a exp
(
−b
[
( 180

π )
(
sin−1(

zuu
duu,uk

)
)
−a
]) , where duu,uk

is the distance between the given IoT device
and serving ABS, computed as duu,uk

=√
(xuu − xuk

)2 + (yuu − yuk
)2 + (zuu − zuk

)2, and a
and b are the constant values depending on environmental
factors. The probability of establishing non-LoS link is
pnlos
uu,[uk]

= 1 − plos
uu,[uk]

. The pathloss between IoT device
uk and serving ABS uu for LoS and N-LoS connection
is given by llos

uu,[uk]
= lfsp + 20 log10 (duu,uk

) + ηlos, and
lnlos
uu,[uk]

= lfsp+20 log10 (duu,uk
)+ηnlos, respectively. The free

space pathloss is given as lfsp = 20 log10(f) + 20 log10
(
4π
c

)
,

where c represents the speed of light, ηlos and ηnlos
presents the attenuation due to LoS and N-LoS connection,
respectively. Thus, the average pathloss is given by
plavg
uu,[uk]

= plos
uu,[uk]

llos
uu,[uk]

+ pnlos
uu,[uk]

lnlos
uu,[uk]

[26].
Let hnmbs,uh

be the channel between the MBS and
cooperative ABS uh. It is computed as hnmbs,uh

=
gnmbs,uh[

(x−xuh
)2+(y−yuh

)2+(z−zuh
)2
] , where gnmbs,uh

is the channel

power gain on the given SC. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the uthh cooperative ABS on the given SC is computed

as ϱnmbs,uh
=

ψn
mbs,uh

pnmbs,uh
∥hn

mbs,uh
∥2

δ2 , where δ2 is the noise
spectral density, and pnmbs,uh

shows the power allocated to the
given cooperative ABS. The achievable rate for the given link
is computed by normalizing over the SC’s bandwidth wn [27].

rnmbs,uh
= log2

(
1 + ϱnmbs,uh

)
−

√
V nmbs,uh

bmbs,uh

Q−1(ϵmbs,uh
)

ln 2
, (1)

where, bmbs,uh
is the adopted blocklength, and Q is the Gaus-

sian Q-function, i.e., Q(x) = 1
2π

∫∞
x

exp(− t
2

2 ) dt [4]. The
DEP for the link between MBS to cooperative ABS uh is ap-
proximated as ϵmbs,uh

≈ Q
(
f(ϱmin

mbs,uh
, ruh

min, bmbs,uh
)
)
, ∀ uh ∈

Uh, where ϱmin
mbs,uh

is the minimum received SNR across all
the allocated SCs for the link between MBS and cooperative

4ABSs have diverse applications beyond communication. However, the
scope of the current work primarily focuses on communication aspects that do
not facilitate device to device communication. The locations of IoT devices are
predetermined by the ABSs, whereas the pilot signals are used to determine
the channel state information (CSI).

ABS uh and ruh

min is the minimum achievable rate. The overall
DEP for this hop is given by ϵmbs,uh

,∀uh ∈ Uh. The channel
dispersion for the given link is computed by V nmbs,uh

= 1 −
(1 + ϱnmbs,uh

)−2. The sum-rate for the given cooperative ABS
is computed as rmbs,uh

=
∑
n∈N

ψnmbs,uh
rnmbs,uh

, ∀ uh ∈ Uh.

Let hnmbs,m be the channel between the MBS and mth IoT

device, which is defined as hnmbs,m =
gnmbs,m
lmbs,m

, where gnmbs,m is
the channel power gain. The received signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) at the mth device is computed as
ϱnmbs,m =

ψn
mbs,mp

n
mbs,m∥hn

mbs,m∥2

δ2+Inuh,m
. where pnmbs,m denotes the

transmitted power for the mth device, and Inuh,m
is the inter-

ference power caused by the re-used link between cooperative
to serving ABSs. It is defined as Inuh,m

= pnuh,uu
hnuh,m

,
where pnuh,uu

is the allocated power for the link between
cooperative to serving ABS and hnuh,m

is the channel between
uthh cooperative ABS and mth IoT device. It is given by
hnuh,m

= gnuh,m
l−αmbs
uh,m

, where gnuh,m
is the channel gain and

l−αmbs
uh,m

is the pathloss for the following channel with pathloss
exponent αmbs. The achievable rate for the given link is
computed by normalizing over the SC’s bandwidth wn.

rnmbs,m = log2
(
1 + ϱnmbs,m

)
−

√
V nmbs,m

bmbs,m

Q−1(ϵmbs,m)

ln 2
, (2)

where, bmbs,m is the adopted blocklength. The DEP for the
link between MBS and IoT device m is approximated as
ϵmbs,m ≈ Q

(
f(ϱmin

mbs,m, r
m
min, bmbs,m)

)
, ∀ m ∈ M, where

ϱmin
mbs,m is the minimum received SNR across all the allocated

SCs for the link between MBS to the IoT device m and rmmin
is the minimum achievable rate. The overall DEP for this hop
is given by ϵmbs,m,∀m ∈ M. The channel dispersion for the
given link is computed by V nmbs,m = 1− (1 + ϱnmbs,m)−2. The
sum-rate for the given IoT device is computed as rmbs,m =∑
n∈N

ψnmbs,mr
n
mbs,m, ∀ m ∈M.

Let hnuh,uu
be the channel between cooperative ABS uh and

serving ABS uu, which is given by hnuh,uu
= gnuh,uu

d−αmbs
uh,uu

,
where gnuh,uu

represents the channel gain. The SINR is com-

puted as ϱnuh,uu
=

ψn
uh,uu

pnuh,uu
∥hn

uh,uu
∥2

δ2+Inuh,uu

at the uthu serving
ABS. The interference power caused by IoT devices in set
M is defined as Inuh,uu

=
∑

m∈M
pnmbs,mh

n
mbs,uu

, where hnmbs,uu

represents the channel between the MBS to serving ABS uu.
It is computed as hnmbs,uu

= gnmbs,uu
× l−αmbs

mbs,uu
, where the terms

gnmbs,uu
and l−αmbs

mbs,uu
represents gain and pathloss between MBS

and the given serving ABS, respectively. The achievable rate
for the given link is computed as [27]

rnuh,uu
= log2

(
1 + ϱnuh,uu

)
−

√
V nuh,uu

buh,uu

Q−1(ϵuh,uu)

ln 2
, (3)

where, buh,uu
is the allocated blocklength. We define

ϵuh,uu
≈ Q(f(ϱmin

uh,uu
, ruu

min, buh,uu
)), ∀ uu ∈ Uu as the DEP

for the link between cooperative ABS uh and serving ABS
uu, where ϱmin

uh,uu
is the minimum received SNR across all the

allocated SCs for the link between cooperative ABS uh and
serving ABS uu and ruu

min is the minimum achievable rate. The
overall DEP for the link between MBS and serving ABS uu
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Fig. 2. Systematic diagram depicting blocklength and DEPs for the considered
scenario setting.

is given by ϵ2 ≈ ϵmbs,uh
+ (1 − ϵmbs,uh

).ϵuh,uu ,∀uu ∈ Uu.
The channel dispersion at the given link is computed as
V nuh,uu

=
(
1− (1 + ϱnuh,uu

)−2
)
. The sum-rate for the link

between cooperative ABS uh and serving ABS uu is computed
as ruh,uu

=
∑
n∈N

ψnuh,uu
rnuh,uu

, ∀ uu ∈ Uu.

Let huu,[uk] is the channel between serving ABS uu and

IoT device uk. It is defined as huu,[uk] =
gkuu,[uk]

plavg
uu,[uk]

, where

gkuu,[uk]
is the channel gain for the given SC, and plavg

uu,[uk]

is the average pathloss. The SINR computed at uthk IoT

device is expressed as ϱkuu,[uk]
=

φk
uu,[uk]p

k
uu,[uk]∥huu,[uk]∥2

δ2+Ik
uu,[uk]

,

where pkuu,[uk]
is the transmitted power. The interference

power caused by other IoT devices is given by Ikuu,[uk]
=∑

uk∈Uk,uk ̸=uk

gkuu,[uk]
pkuu,[uk]

. The rate for the IoT device uk

is computed by normalizing over the given SC’s bandwidth
wk.

rkuu,uk
= ω[uk] log2(1+ ϱkuu,[uk]

)−

√√√√V kuu,[uk]

blk,[uk]

Q−1(ϵuu,[uk])

ln 2
,

(4)
where, ω[uk] represents the priority of the given IoT device,

and blk,[uk]
denotes the blocklength allocated to lth community

served by kth SC. The channel dispersion for the given link is
computed as V kuu,[uk]

= (1 − (1 + ϱkuu,[uk]
)−2). The sum-

rate for the given IoT device is computed as ruu,[uk] =∑
k∈K

φkuu,[uk]
rkuu,uk

, ∀ uk ∈ Uk. The energy efficiency of the

system is defined as the ratio of the system’s achievable rate to
the total system consumed power including flexible transmit
power and circuit power (CP) [28].

A. DEP for the NOMA Phase

Considering NOMA |S|= 2 in Fig. 2, where two IoT devices
namely: u(1)k and u

(2)
k are allocated to the SC k within the

same community within the coverage of serving ABS uu. The
device u(1)k is considered as a stronger user and device u(2)k is
considered weaker user. IoT device u(1)k as a stronger device
can perform SIC and first decodes the message of IoT device
u
(2)
k while treating its own message as interference. If this

is successful, then it decodes its own message. Therefore, the
total DEP of u(1)k depends on the DEP of previous transmission
links and successful SIC at u(1)k . Whereas, the IoT device u(2)k
directly decodes its signal while treating the message of IoT

device u
(1)
k as noise. Therefore, the total DEP of u(2)k only

depends on the DEP of previous transmission phases. The DEP
for detecting the data of IoT device u(2)k at IoT device u(1)k is
approximated as

ϵuu[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

] ≈ Q(f (ϱmin[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

], r[uk]
min , blk,[uk]

))
, (5)

where r
[uk]
min is the minimum achievable rate of the

IoT device and the minimum received SINR across
all the allocated SCs for the IoT device u

(1)
k related

to detecting data of IoT device u
(2)
k is computed as

ϱmin[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

] = min

(
ϱ1[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

], ϱ2[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

], ..., ϱ|Uk|[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

]),

where SIC is applied at the receiver end and ϱk[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

] =

pk

uu,

[
u
(2)
k

]∥∥∥∥h
uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]∥∥∥∥2

pk
uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]×∥∥∥∥h
uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]∥∥∥∥2+δ2

,∀k ∈ K. The DEP for detect-

ing the data of IoT device u(1)k at the IoT device u(1)k is given
by

ϵuu[
u
(1)
k ,u

(1)
k

] ≈ Q(f (ϱmin[
u
(1)
k ,u

(1)
k

], r[uk

]
min , blk,[uk]

))
, (6)

where, ϱmin[
u
(1)
k ,u

(1)
k

] is the minimum received SNR across all al-

located SC for the IoT device u(1)k related to detecting the data

of IoT device u(1)k , and ϱk[
u
(1)
k ,u

(1)
k

] = pk

uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]∥∥∥∥h
uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]∥∥∥∥2

δ2 .

Similarly, the DEP for detecting the data of IoT device u(2)k
at IoT device u(2)k is given by

ϵuu[
u
(2)
k ,u

(2)
k

] ≈ Q(f (ϱmin[
u
(2)
k ,u

(2)
k

], r[uk

]
min , blk,[uk]

))
, (7)

where, ϱmin[
u
(2)
k ,u

(2)
k

] is the minimum received SNR across

all allocated SCs for the IoT device u
(2)
k related to de-

tecting the data of IoT device u
(2)
k , and ϱk[

u
(2)
k ,u

(2)
k

] =

pk

uu,

[
u
(2)
k

]∥∥∥∥h
uu,

[
u
(2)
k

]∥∥∥∥2

pk
uu,

[
u
(1)
k

]×∥∥∥∥h
uu,

[
u
(2)
k

]∥∥∥∥2+δ2

after employing successful

SIC. The overall DEPs for both IoT devices from MBS are
given by

ϵuu[
u
(1)
k

] = ϵ2 + (1− ϵ2).(
ϵuu[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

] + (1− ϵuu[
u
(1)
k ,u

(2)
k

]) .ϵuu[
u
(1)
k ,u

(1)
k

]) , (8)

ϵuu[
u
(2)
k

] = ϵ2 + (1− ϵ2).ϵuu[
u
(2)
k ,u

(2)
k

]. (9)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We aim to optimize the SC allocation, blocklength al-
location, and power allocation to maximize the minimum
feasible rates while ensuring that the delay, reliability, and
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QoS constraints are met. The proposed optimization problem
does not consider the transmission link between the MBS
and IoT device m ∈ M, as it only focuses on maximizing
the minimum rate across each hop involved in transmitting
information from the MBS to the IoT device uk ∈ Uk
5. The notation b =

{
bmbs,uh

, bmbs,m, buh,uu
, blk,[uk]

,∀uh ∈
Uh,∀m ∈ M,∀uu ∈ Uu,∀l ∈ L

}
represent the variable of

blocklengths, ϕ =
{
ψnmbs,j , φ

k
uu,[uk]

, ∀j ∈
{
(|Uh|+|M|) ×

N
}
∀k ∈

{
|(Uu) |×K

}}
represent the variable of SC associ-

ations, and the variable for allocated transmit powers is no-
tated as p =

{
Pnmbs,m, p

n
mbs,uh

, pnmbs,m, p
n
uh,uu

, pkuu,[uk]
,∀m ∈

M ∀uk ∈ Uk ∀uh ∈ Uh ∀uu ∈ Uu
}

. The term Dmax denotes
then maximum tolerable delay, Tblock represents the duration of
the time required to convey one unit of blocklength, ∝kuu,uk

is
an association based binary variable, where ∝kuu,uk

= 1 means
IoT device uk is served by the ABS uu on the given SC k,
otherwise 0. The optimization problem can be formulated as
follows: 2

max
p,b,ϕ

min
(
rnmbs,uh

, rnuh,uu
, rkuu,uk

)
subject to

(10)
C1 :

∑
j∈M

ψnmbs,j ≤ 1,
∑
j∈Uh

ψnmbs,j ≤ 1,
∑
k∈K

φkuu,[uk]
≤ |S|

C2 : max
(
bmbs,m,

(
bmbs,uh

+ buh,uu + blk,[uk]

))
≤Mmax,

where,Mmax = (Dmax/Tblock) ,

and
(
bmbs,m, bmbs,uh

, buh,uu
, blk,[uk]

)
∈ Z+

C3 :
(
x2uh

+ y2uh

)
≤ r2max

C4 : 0 < pmbs,m ≤ pmin
mbs,m, 0 < pmbs,uh

≤ pmin
mbs,uh

,

0 < puh,uu
≤ pmin

uh,uu
,,∀m ∈M,∀uh ∈ Uh,∀uu ∈ Uu

C5 : 0 ≤
∑
uk∈Uk

∝kuu,uk
pkuu,[uk]

≤ p̄k,∀k ∈ K

C6 :
(
ϵmbs,m, ϵmbs,uh

, ϵuh,uu , ϵ
uu
uk

)
≤ ϵthreshold

C7 : rmbs,m ≥ rmmin, rmbs,uh
≥ ruh

min, ruh,uu ≥ r
uu

min,

ruu,[uk] ≥ r
[uk]
min ,∀m ∈M,∀uh ∈ Uh ∀uu ∈ Uu ∀uk ∈ Uk

C8 :
(gkuu,[uk]

pkuu,[uk]

Ikuu,[uk]

)
≥ ℏ, ∀uk ∈ Uk∀k ∈ K

C9 : ∥huu,[i]∥
2 ≥ ∥huu,[uk]∥

2
, i, uk ∈ Uk.

(1)
We define the constraints in (10) as follows. Constraint

C1 assures the maximum number of devices multiplexed on
each sub-channel. Constraint C2 restricts the blocklength and
satisfies the end-to-end transmission delay for a single com-
munication link. Constraint C3 ensures that given cooperative
ABSs lie within the radius of the MBS, denoted as rmax.

5We define

b0︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
m∈M

bmbs,m,

b1︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
uh∈Uh

bmbs,uh
,

b2︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
uu∈Uu

buh,uu ,

b3︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
l∈L

blk,[uk]
,

where the notations b0, b1, b2, and b3 denote the sum of the blocklengths of
IoT devices belonging to set M, cooperative ABSs in set Uh, serving ABSs
in set Uu, and IoT devices in community l assigned to SC set K, respectively.
It is important to note that all devices within the same community share the
same blocklength.

Constraint C4 encompasses the minimum power requirements
for various entities. Specifically, it represents the minimum
power required by IoT device m to meet the minimum rate
requirement rmmin, the minimum power required by cooperative
ABS uh to satisfy the minimum rate requirement ruh

min, and
the minimum power required for the link between cooper-
ative ABS uh and serving ABS uu to fulfill the minimum
rate requirement ruu

min. Constraint C5 ensures that the power
allocated to all the IoT devices within the same community
should not be more than the total power p̄k allocated to the
given SC for that community. Constraint C6 guarantees that
the DEP of each user (i.e., IoT devices and ABSs) should
not violate their threshold ϵthreshold. Constraint C7 ensures that
each device’s achievable rate should be more than or equal
to its minimum rate requirement. Constraint C8 −C9 ensures
that the SIC decoding is done successfully.

Our objective function is a mixed-integer non-linear pro-
gramming problem; therefore, it cannot be solved in polyno-
mial time [25]. It results from the non-convexity of the non-
convex normal approximation and the combinatorial constraint
C2. The problem (10) can be resolved by combining a penalty
technique with monotonic optimization at a significant com-
putational cost [29]. Alternatively, it can be resolved by lever-
aging the problem’s decomposition property. Therefore, we
use a common relaxation strategy to divide the maximization
problem into two sub-problems [26]. The detailed explanation
of the proposed solution is clearly explained in the following
section.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. SC Allocation and Selection of Cooperative ABSs within
the Coverage of MBS

To obtain the subsequent iterative solution of SC allocation,
i.e., (ϕ)i+1, we solve the problem (10) with fixed values of(
b(i),p(i)

)
.

max
ϕ

min
(
rnmbs,uh

, rnuh,uu
, rkuu,uk

)
subject to C1 − C3 and C6 − C7.

(11)
1) SC Allocation using Stable Matching: A traditional way

to compute the best solution to the above sub-problem is
to exhaustively search for every potential combination of
SCs and IoT devices. However, it is time-consuming and
computationally expensive. Alternatively, we can reformulate
it using matching theory with a low-complexity algorithm. The
basic concepts are given below.

Definition 1 (Two Way Matching): The problem (11) is a
two-way matching problem because a maximum of one IoT
device should be allocated to SC from its priority order based
on their rate6 values. For better understanding, preference
order introduced for given IoT device m with any two SCs
(in its preference order) j, j′ ∈ (|Uh|+|M|)×N, j, j′ > |Uh|,
the two matchings τ and τ

′
are defined as

(j, τ) ≻m (j
′
, τ

′
)⇔ rnmbs,m(τ) > rnmbs,m(τ

′
), (12)

6This rate is calculated based on initial power allocation, which is to be
optimized later to achieve better rates.
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which implies that if mth IoT device achieves a higher rate
than SC j′, then device m prioritizes SC j in τ against SC
j′ in τ

′
. The terms swap matching and swap blocking pair

are introduced and defined below to demonstrate the impact
of externalities (peer effects).

Definition 2 (Swap Matching): Considering two IoT devices
(m,m′) and two SCs (j, j′), we denote the current matching
state as τ(m) = j and τ(m′) = j′. A swap matching will be
performed between (m,m′) and (j, j′) if m prefers SC j′ over
its current match, and SC j′ also prefers m over its current
match. We define the swap matching operation as follows:

τm
′

m =
{
τ\
{
(m, j), (m′, j′)

}
∪
{
(m, j′), (m′, j)

}}
, (13)

where τm
′

m represents the updated matching state, indicating
that IoT device m is now matched with SC j′, and vice versa.
Therefore, we can define the swap-blocking pair as follows.

Definition 3 (Swap Blocking Pair): From the given matching
state τ(m) = j, τ(m′) = j′, an IoT pair of devices (m,m′)
is a swap pair if there exists

1) ∀ q ∈
{
m,m′, j, j′

}
, τm

′

m (q) ≥q τ(q)
2) ∃ q ∈

{
m,m′, j, j′

}
, τm

′

m (q) ≻q τ(q)

where q shows the involved player (either SC or IoT device).
It means that swap matching τm

′

m is approved, and both IoT
devices (m,m′) can switch their SCs in τ by following these
two conditions: 1) rate should not reduce after swapping and
2) rate of the at least one IoT device increases. The process
continues until the not swap-blocking pair exists, resulting in a
globally converged solution. However, if optimal matching is{
(m, j), (m′, j′)

}
and current matching is

{
(m, j′), (m′, j)

}
,

then the solution may not converge and stuck to a local opti-
mum. The same procedure is adopted for the SCs allocation
to each cooperative ABS.

2) Selection of the Best Cooperative ABSs: The selection
of the best cooperative ABS from the set Uh (to relay the in-
formation to neighbor serving ABS) is based on the maximum
achievable rate, which is given by

uopth = arg max
uh∈Uh

rmbs,uh
. (14)

B. SC Allocation and Selection of IoT Devices within the
Coverage of Serving ABS

The concept of dynamic programming is utilized to com-
pute the SC’s allocation and selection of IoT devices under
multiplexing constraint C1, power constraint C5, and SIC
constraints C8 −C9. The idea is to recursively compute three
auxiliary vectors to keep the record of the current value of
power, optimal solution, and backtracking, i.e., V,Q and T,
respectively. Assuming p̄k as fixed power budget for the SC
k, if s ∈ S = {1, 2, ..., |S|}, uk ∈ Uk = {1, 2, ..., |Uk|}
and f ≥ uk, we compute V [s, uk, f ] as an optimal power
value after satisfying the constraints as mentioned earlier. The
recurrence relation is given by V [s, uk, f ] = max(va, vb, vc),

Algorithm 1 Computing optimal power on [0, p̄k]
1: Input: uk, πk, (gkuu,[uk]

)uk∈Uk
, p̄k

2: Output: popt
3: s← πk (uk), t← πk (uk − 1)
4: if uk = 1 or ω[s] ≥ ω[t] then
5: return p̄k

6: else
7: return max

(
0,min

(ω[t]g
k
uu,[s]−ω[s]g

k
uu,[t]

ω[s]−ω[t]
, p̄k
))

8: end if

where (va, vb, vc) represents power allocations. These are
defined as follows.

va = V [s, uk, f ]

vb =


V [s− 1, uk − 1, uk − 1] + Ā− B̄,
if 0 < popt < Q[s− 1, uk − 1, uk − 1]

0, otherwise
vc = V [s, uk − 1, f ].

(15)

The variable Ā =
∑
f∈uk

rkuu,f
(popt) and B̄ =

∑
f∈uk

rkuu,f
(0).

The pseudocode for computing the optimal power popt within
the range of [0, p̄k] is provided in Algorithm (1). The algorithm
first assigns the variables s and t with the values of πk(uk)
and πk(uk − 1), respectively. It then checks whether uk = 1
or if the value of ω[s] is greater than or equal to ω[t]. If either
condition is true, it returns the value of p̄k as the optimal power
(line 4). Otherwise, the optimal power is computed using the
formula specified in line 7. Algorithm (1) performs a fixed
number of basic operations; therefore, its complexity is O(1).

C. Joint Blocklength and Power Optimization

For clarity, the sub-problem (11) can be explicitly articu-
lated by sub-problems (16) and (17), which implies that the
power allocation and blocklength allocation are done solely.
To obtain the next best value of b(i+1), we first solve the
sub-problem (16) with fixed values of

(
ϕ(i+1),p(i)

)
.

max
b

min
(
rnmbs,uh

, rnuh,uu
, rkuu,uk

)
subject to C1 − C9.

(16)
In relation to blocklength constraint C2, the bisection-based

optimal value of blocklength is computed to minimize the
complexity of the proposed solution. We assume bklb = 1, bkub =
Mmax−B, where B is a fixed value calculated as B = b1+b2.
Subsequently, the optimal value of blocklength blk,[uk]

is
computed, defined as bopt = arg max{

⌊bkmid⌋,bkmid

} (rkuu,uk

)
, which

is upper bounded by a threshold value ξ̄. Initially, we set the

initial value of bkmid =
(bkub+b

k
lb)

2 and then update the value
of bkub = bkmid if rkuu,uk

(bopt) |bopt=bkmid
> ξ̄. Otherwise, we

set bklb = bkmid. This process continues until bkub − bklb > σ̄ is
achieved. The complexity of these steps is O(log2(Mmax/σ̄)),
where σ̄ = 0.01. Subsequent analysis reveals that the worst-
case computing complexity of the exhaustive search method
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is O(K3), which is significantly higher compared to our
proposed steps.

Afterwards, the problem (17) is solved with the fixed values
of
(
ϕ(i+1), b(i+1)

)
to determine the next best value of p(i+1).

max
p

min
(
rnmbs,uh

, rnuh,uu
, rkuu,uk

)
subject to C1 − C9.

(17)
To solve the above-mentioned sub-problem, we compute the
minimum power required by the given device ϑ on the
given SC n to achieve its minimum rate requirement under
constraints C4 and C7, where ϑ ∈ {m,uh} like that in [30].
We define the overall minimum power required to the given
device as pmin

mbs,ϑ =
∑
n∈N

pmin,n
mbs,ϑ. We compute the minimum

power on SC n as below.

pmin,n
mbs,ϑ =

(
µϑ −

1

gnmbs,ϑ

)+

,∀ n ∈ N , ϑ ∈ {m,uh}, (18)

∑
n∈
{
n∈N |pmin,n

mbs,ϑ>0
}wn log2 (µϑgnmbs,ϑ

)
= rϑmin, ϑ ∈ {m,uh},

(19)
where (x)+ represents max(x, 0), µ and µϑ are the interme-
diate variables. The optimal powers for the device such as
IoT device m and cooperative AB uh on given SC can be
computed using the water-filling algorithm [30].

pnmbs,ϑ = pmin,n
mbs,ϑ +

(
µ− 1

gnmbs,ϑ
− pmin,n

mbs,ϑ

)+

, ϑ ∈ {m,uh},

(20)∑
ϑ∈ϑ

∑
n∈
{
n∈N |pnmbs,ϑ>p

min,n
mbs,ϑ

}
(
µ− 1

gnmbs,ϑ
− pmin,n

mbs,ϑ

)
=

Pmbs −
∑
ϑ∈ϑ

∑
n∈N

pmin,n
mbs,ϑ,

(21)

where, Pmbs is the sum of all the powers allocated to the given
SCs defined as

∑
n∈N

ψnmbs,ϑp
n
mbs,ϑ = Pmbs, where ψnmbs,ϑ is a

binary indicator for SC allocation. So ψnmbs,ϑ = 1 if the given
SC is allocated to the device ϑ; otherwise ψnmbs,ϑ = 0. We
guarantee adherence to the minimum QoS criteria, ensuring
that every communication link satisfies its specific minimum
rate requirement Therefore, the received SINR of the IoT
device m from the MBS should be greater than or equivalent
to its minimum SINR threshold ϱmin,n

mbs,m for the following link.
It is given by(

ψnmbs,mp
n
mbs,mh

n
mbs,m

δ2 + pnuh,uu
hnuh,m

)
≥ ϱmin,n

mbs,m. (22)

Hence, the total achievable rate of the IoT device m computed
across all the allocated SCs should be greater than or equal to
rmmin. The maximum power allocated to the cooperative to the
serving ABS communication link must also be restricted to
achieve the minimum QoS criteria for the IoT devices within
the coverage of MBS. Hence, the power allocated to the link

between the cooperative to the serving ABS should be subject
to the following constraints.

pmin,n
uh,uu

≤ pnuh,uu
≤

(
pnmbs,mh

n
mbs,m

ϱmin,n
mbs,mh

n
uh,m

− δ2

hnuh,m

)
≤ pmax

uu
,

(23)
The allocated power for the link between the given cooper-
ative and serving ABS should also meet its minimum QoS
requirement as given below. ψnmbs,mp

min,n
uh,uu

gnuh,uu
d−αmbs
uh,uu

δ2 +
∑

m∈M
ψnmbs,mp

n
mbs,mh

n
uu,m

 ≥ ϱmin,n
uh,uu

, (24)

pmin,n
uh,uu

≤

(
δ2 +

∑
m∈M

ψnmbs,mp
n
mbs,mh

n
uu,m

)
ϱmin,n
uh,uu

gnuh,uu
d−αmbs
uh,uu

, (25)

where ϱn,optuh,uu
can be computed by setting pnuh,uu

= pn,optuh,uu
.

pn,optuh,uu
=


0, if pmin,n

uh,uu
> pnuh,uu

pnuh,uu
, if pmin,n

uh,uu
< pnuh,uu

pmax
uu
, if pmax

uu
∈
[
pmin,n
uh,uu

, pnuh,uu

]
min

(
pnuh,uu

,max
(
pmax
uu
, pmin,n
uh,uu

))
,Otherwise.

(26)
Thus, the total achievable rate for the link between cooperative
ABS to serving ABS computed across all the allocated SCs
should be greater than or equal to ruu

min. Basically, the idea is
to divide the minimum rate requirement for each device across
all the allocated SCs to ensure that the total power allocated
across all the allocated SCs to the given device should result in
a rate better than the minimum rate requirement for that device
7. The overall minimum power required for the following link
is given below.

pmin
uh,uu

=
∑
n∈N

pmin,n
uh,uu

. (27)

Relevant to constraint C5, we distribute the power to the given
number of IoT devices within the serving ABS allocated to
SC k within the same community. It is worth mentioning that
the sum of the allocated powers to each IoT device within a
community assigned to a SC k must be less than or equal to
p̄k. It is given by

p̄k ≥
∑
uk∈Uk

∝kuu,uk
pkuu,[uk]

,∀ k ∈ K and ∀ uu ∈ Uu. (28)

The feasible set containing the feasible powers for these
devices is given as

R =

{
P̄ :

∑
k∈K

p̄k ≤ pmax
uu

and 0 ≤ p̄k ≤ pk,∀ k ∈ K
}
, (29)

where the set R can also be expressed as Cartesian’s
product of all the user’s feasible sets, and pk represents the
power limit to the given SC. determines the optimal value
at line 4 by employing a for loop for each IoT device. If
constraint C5 is satisfied, then pkuu,uk[uk]

= popt. Otherwise,

7We consider the SC allocated to the device with the lowest SINR to
calculate the minimum power requirement per SC for that device.
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Algorithm 2 Power Distribution on Given IoT Devices
1: Input: (Uk)uk∈Uk

, (Uk)uk∈Uk
, (gkuu,[uk]

)uk∈Uk
, p̄k

2: Output: pkuu,[1]
, pkuu,[2]

, ..., pkuu,[Uk]

3: for uk ∈ |Uk| do
4: popt ← OptimalPower(uk, uk, wc, gkuu,[uk]

, p̄k)
5: i← (uk − 1)
6: while i ≥ 1 pkuu,[i]

< popt do
7: popt ← OptimalPower(i, uk, wc, gkuu,[uk]

, p̄k)
8: i← (i− 1)
9: end while

10: pkuu,[i+1], ..., p
k
uu,[uk]

← popt

11: end for

the algorithm backtracks and finds the highest index i such that
pkuu,uk[i]

≥ popt. In this way, the optimal vector containing
the power values for each IoT device can be retrieved, i.e.,
pkuu,[i+1], ..., p

k
uu,[uk]

← popt in line 10. Consequently, the
complexity of the algorithm is O(S2). However, if the optimal
power is computed over D different power budgets, the
complexity will be O(S2 +DS).

D. Proposed BLCA Algorithm

Algorithm (3) is designed to perform SC allocation utilizing
matching theory with fixed values of power and blocklength
in line 5. The best cooperative ABSs are selected based on the
derived results in line 6. To determine the optimal blocklengths
for the subsequent iteration, a bisection search is conducted
within the specified range, as indicated in line 7. Subsequently,
the available power is distributed using water-filling, while
adhering to the power constraints C4 and C5, to meet the
minimum QoS requirements, as stated in line 9. In line 10,
the power is allocated to the links between cooperative ABSs
and serving ABSs using equations (22) to (26).

The power distribution is achieved by optimizing the power
budget on each SC through dynamic and geometric pro-
gramming. This process involves a two-tier projected gradient
descent-based algorithm that distributes the power among the
devices. The algorithm iterates for each SC to optimize the
power budget until the condition ∥P̄ ′ − P̄∥22≤ λ is satisfied,
as described in lines 11-19. The search direction in line 14
is computed using the exact gradient method, and the step
size is determined by backtracking using the exact line search
method. In line 16, the projection of P̄ onto the feasible set
R is calculated, as presented in [31]. The power distribution
among the devices within a given SC is performed from line
17 to line 19, while the rates are computed in line 20. The
formulated problem is solved iteratively until i > tmax. The
proposed algorithm converges within O(log2(1/ϵ)) iterations,
where ϵ represents the error tolerance.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comparative analysis is conducted to evaluate the BLCA
(blocklength-constrained algorithm). Three power allocation
use cases are also analyzed, i.e., minimum power allocation,
where each IoT device satisfies its minimum rate, and dynamic

Algorithm 3 Proposed BLCA Algorithm with Optimal Re-
source Allocation

1: Input: σ,(Uk)uk∈Uk
,(N )n∈N ,(K)k∈K,λ, |S|, pmax

uu
, recur-

sive index i = 1, highest amount of iterations possi-
ble tmax, and randomly choose feasible values pc, ϕ(0),
b(0) and p(0).

2: Output: p∗, b∗,ϕ∗

3: Suppose the starting point P̄ = 0
4: while Convergence or i > tmax do
5: Solve (11) for fixed

(
b(i),p(i)

)
to find (ϕ)i+1

6: Selection of best cooperative ABSs (14)
7: Solve (16) using bisection-based algorithmic steps
8: Solve (17) for fixed

(
ϕ(i+1), b(i+1)

)
to find p(i+1)

9: Power distribution using water-filling (18− 21)
10: Power allocation for cooperative to the serving ABS

communication link (22− 26)
11: Power distribution to IoT devices on the SC k within

the same community (28− 29)
12: while ∥P̄ ′ − P̄∥22≤ λ do
13: P̄ ′ ← P̄ saving previous power vector
14: ∆ = ∆

∑
uk∈Uk

rkuu,uk
(p̄k) and update step size σ

15: P̄ = Projection of P̄ +
(
σ∆ on R

)
16: end while
17: for k ∈ K do
18: Allocate power to the IoT device uk by algorithm (2)
19: end for
20: Compute rates using (1), (3) and (4)
21: Set i : i+ 1
22: end while

power allocation, where low-priority IoT devices first fulfill
their minimum rate requirements compared to high-priority
IoT devices. Any remaining power is then distributed opti-
mally among the high-priority IoT devices.

A. Simulations Setup

We configured the MBS to transmit at a power of 40
watts with a coverage radius of 500 meters [32]. Within this
setup, we deployed a total of M = 5 IoT devices at a
minimum distance of 30 meters, Uh = 5 cooperative ABSs
at a minimum distance of 350 meters, and Uu = 2 serving
ABSs at a minimum distance of 80 meters [33]. The serving
ABSs contain Iq = 9 and Iq = 11 IoT devices, respectively.
The circular coverage area of the serving ABSs has a radius
of 50 meters, and their maximum transmit power is limited
to 1 watt [34]. The cooperative ABS is approximately 100
meters away from the serving ABS. We consider a maximum
of C = 20 SCs. The maximum delay considered for the
analysis is set at 1 millisecond. Additionally, we assume the
minimum time required to convert one unit of blocklength to
be 0.01 milliseconds [4]. Unless specifically stated otherwise,
we assume the following parameter values: the threshold
for the DEP is ϵthreshold = 10−5, the path loss exponent is
αmbs = 2, the speed of light is c = 3×108 meters per second,
the circuit power is 10 watts, and the noise power density is
δ2 = −174 dBm/Hz [4].
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Parameters Values
Altitude of the serving ABS and cooperative
ABS (zuu , zuh ) [4]

(50, 50) Meters

Coefficients for LoS and N-LoS
(ηlos, ηnlos)

(1dB, 20dB)

Density and height of building (a, b) [35] (12, 0.135)
Minimum rate requirement for each device
rmin [34]

2 bits/s/Hz

Number of cooperative and serving ABSs
(Uh,Uu) [33]

(5, 2)

Number of IoT devices within the coverage
of cooperative ABS p and q (Ip, Iq)

(9,11)

Number of SCs and IoT devices within the
coverage of MBS (C,M) [25]

(20, 5)

Noise power density [4] -174 dBm/Hz
Power of the serving ABS pmax

uu
[34] 1 Watt

Power of the MBS Pmbs [32] 40 Watts
Pathloss exponent (αmbs) [26] 2
Radius of the MBS rmax [4] 500 Meters
Time needed to convey one unit of block-
length Tblock [4]

0.01
Millisecond

Transmission delay Dmax [4] 1 Millisecond

The altitude of both serving and cooperative ABSs is set to
zuu

= 50 meters and zuh
= 50 meters, respectively [26]. The

attenuation for LoS and N-LoS connection is assumed to be 1
dB and 20 dB, respectively. The channel parameters, including
the building density and height, are a = 12 and b = 0.135,
respectively [35]. The minimum rate requirement for each link
is set as rmin = rmmin = ruh

min = ruu

min = r
[uk]
min = 2 bits/s/Hz [34].

We utilize the radio propagation channel model provided in
[1]. For simplicity, we assume the sum of the blocklengths
of each communication link within each hop is equal to the
blocklength of individual links. We compare our proposed
scheme BLCA (Blocklength constrained algorithm) under two
multiple access techniques, i.e., OMA and NOMA named as
BLCA-OMA and BLCA-NOMA, respectively. Additionally,
we investigate them under two distinct scenarios of finite
blocklength, i.e., fixed and random blocklength approaches.
In the fixed blocklength approach, we select a fixed value of
bopt ∈

[
1, 2, ..., (Mmax − B)

]
. In the random blocklength ap-

proach, we randomly select a value of bopt ∈
[
1, 2, ..., (Mmax−

B)
]
. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.

B. Performance Comparison

In Fig. 3, we analyze the impact of heterogeneous delay
on the time required to transmit a unit blocklength on the
system sum-rate. We compare the proposed BLCA algorithm
with two baseline resource allocation schemes, namely random
matching [23] and WSA matching [24]. We observe that the
achievable rate increases with an increase in Mmax because
it depends on the maximum transmission delay. Moreover,
the proposed scheme demonstrates superior performance over
benchmark schemes and the performance gap between the pro-
posed scheme and the WSA matching and random matching
schemes widens as the value of Mmax increases. The enhanced
throughput in the proposed scheme can be attributed to the sig-
nificant improvement in both channel qualities and achievable
SNR per SC achieved through stable matching. In contrast,
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Fig. 3. Sum-rate versus Mmax with optimal blocklength and power allocation,
where b1 = k × b2, b2 = 3, Mmax = k × 10, and k = {3, 4, ..., 9}.
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Fig. 4. Sum-rate versus Mmax using matching-based SC allocation and
optimal blocklength allocation with different power allocation strategies,
where b1 = k × b2, b2 = 3, Mmax = k × 10, and k = {1, 2, ..., 10}.

the random matching approach [23] involves devices selecting
SCs randomly, potentially resulting in SC assignments with
inferior channel qualities. Similarly, the WSA scheme [24]
may assign SCs to devices that have lower channel qualities.
The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evaluated using
two different multiplexing techniques: OMA with (|S| = 1)
and NOMA with (|S| = 2). The superior performance of the
NOMA scheme can be attributed to its fundamental principles,
such as superposition coding at the transmitter (multiplexing
two IoT devices per SC) and SIC at the receiver (demultiplex-
ing based on power levels). Simulation results demonstrate
that initially, when Mmax is set to 30, the system sum-rate
is relatively low. However, it gradually increases to 169.59
bits/s/Hz, representing a 3.21% improvement (for BLCA-
NOMA), after which it remains relatively constant.

Fig. 4 illustrates the trade-off between heterogeneous delays
over blocklength and different power allocation techniques
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for both OMA and NOMA systems. The following observa-
tions can be made: 1) the system throughput increases with
an increase in the value of Mmax for all power allocation
approaches, and 2) the proposed scheme outperforms both
other power allocation techniques (OMA and NOMA with
minimum power and dynamic power allocation) for both OMA
and NOMA systems. The effectiveness of the NOMA system
is significantly higher than that of the OMA system. This
increase in effectiveness can be attributed to superposition
coding at the transmitting node and SIC at the receiving node
in conventional NOMA. The results indicate that the sum-rate
for NOMA with optimal power is 4.58% higher than that for
legacy OMA with optimal power and 2.68% higher than that
for NOMA with dynamic power allocation.

The impact of an increasing number of IoT devices on the
sum-rate is analyzed in Fig. 5. The proposed BLCA algo-
rithm is compared against the near-optimal high-complexity
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Fig. 7. Sum-rate versus the ratio of blocklengths with stable matching based
SC allocation and optimal power allocation, where b1 = k× b2, b2 = 3, and
Mmax = 100.

benchmark scheme, LDDP [22]. Both schemes are simulated
by varying the number of IoT devices in the vicinity of
each serving ABS from 5 to 30 due to high computational
run-time. As expected, the following observations are made:
the throughput increases with an increase in the number of
IoT devices, and greater device participation further elevates
system throughput. The throughput gain of NOMA (with two
and three IoT devices multiplexed per SC) is greater than
OMA (with one IoT device per SC). There is a constant gap
between both NOMA with |S|=2 and |S|=3. Furthermore, the
performance gain of both BLCA and LDDP is almost the same
for any number of IoT devices, indicating that the proposed
BLCA algorithm is near-optimal. It is worth noting that the
proposed BLCA algorithm runs within seconds on a computer
with specifications such as a core i5, 8th generation for I ≤ 30.
In contrast, LDDP [22] requires 1600 times more operations
for I=20 and |S|=2 (as shown in Fig. 6), validating its low
computational cost towards an optimal solution.

Fig. 7 shows the impact of the ratio of blocklengths,
k = (b1/b2), on the achievable system sum-rate. The results
demonstrate that an increase in the ratio of blocklengths cor-
responds to a higher system throughput. This effect is because
the degree of freedom to transmit data packets depends mainly
on the blocklength. Consequently, greater blocklength values
lead to enhanced system sum rates. The proposed BLCA al-
gorithm employing an optimal blocklength consistently yields
better results compared to scenarios involving fixed or random
blocklengths, which emphasizes the importance of efficient
blocklength allocation to maximize performance. When com-
bining the advantages of the NOMA scheme with optimal
blocklength, it emerges as the optimal choice, surpassing
NOMA with fixed or random blocklengths. Hence, the NOMA
scheme outperforms OMA due to its efficient utilization of
spectrum resources, thereby accommodating multiple devices
within resource constraints. It is important to note that NOMA
with optimal blocklength surpasses OMA with optimal block-
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allocation and optimal power allocation, where b1 = 13, b2 = 13, and
Mmax = 100.

length. Similarly, NOMA with fixed or random blocklengths
outperforms their respective OMA counterparts in their cor-
responding scenarios. The results validate that the throughput
of BLCA-NOMA with optimal blocklength is 3.63% higher
than that of BLCA-OMA with optimal blocklength, across all
scenarios.

Fig. 8 investigates the impact of ratio of altitudes, i.e.,
H = (zuh

/zuu) on the achievable system sum-rate. Our
assumption posits that the cooperative ABSs are strategically
positioned at higher altitudes compared to the serving ABSs.
Notably, the achievable rate of the proposed scheme decreases
by increasing the altitude, which is due to higher channel
fading and increased LoS interference. Regardless of the con-
sidered blocklength scenario whether it is optimal, random, or
fixed, the NOMA scheme consistently outperforms OMA. It is
evident from the fact that the NOMA curve maintains a higher

position than the OMA curve across all cases. In addition,
the scheme employing an optimal blocklength consistently
yields better results when compared to scenarios involving
fixed or random blocklengths. NOMA with fixed or random
blocklengths outperforms their respective OMA counterparts
within their respective scenarios. Simulation results solidify
the observation that the sum-rate for BLCA-NOMA, employ-
ing optimal blocklength allocation, exceeds that of BLCA-
OMA with optimal blocklength allocation by a margin of
9.09%. It is noteworthy that the curve for NOMA with a
fixed blocklength allocation is lower than that for NOMA with
a random blocklength allocation. This difference arises from
our choice of a higher random blocklength value compared
to the fixed blocklength. Monte-Carlo simulations are also
conducted to compute the best possible solution. To validate
our plotted curves, we have included an upper-bound solution
curve (computed using the exhaustive search method, also
known as the brute force method). This curve demonstrates
the proximity of our proposed solution to the optimal one.

Fig. 9 evaluates the current energy efficiency values of the
proposed solution by analyzing the total energy efficiency
of the system against CP. In our evaluation, we empha-
size the distinction between the BLCA scheme under two
distinct multiple-access techniques: OMA and NOMA. We
evaluate the efficacy of our proposed algorithm under varying
blocklength scenarios. Simulation and results illustrate that
increasing the value of CP results in a decrease in the total
energy efficiency of the system. It is important to note that
NOMA with optimal blocklength surpasses OMA with opti-
mal blocklength within their respective scenarios. Similarly,
NOMA with fixed or random blocklengths outperforms their
respective OMA counterparts in their corresponding scenarios.
Comparative analysis shows that the proposed BLCA-NOMA
achieves a 5.25% (resp. BLCA-OMA 3.39%) improvement in
energy efficiency for NOMA with random blocklength and a
1.12% improvement for NOMA with fixed blocklength (resp.
OMA 0.87%). The fundamental reason behind this minimal
increase is the selection of a fixed blocklength value closer to
its optimal value.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study explores a mixed-integer non-linear program-
ming problem for optimizing joint resource allocation in an
integrated aerial-terrestrial wireless network to maximize the
system sum-rate. A novel BLCA (blocklength constrained)
algorithm is proposed, which utilizes alternating optimization
and a two-step projected gradient descent-based strategy to
optimize the resource allocation policy while considering
delay, reliability, and QoS constraints through dynamic and
geometric programming. We compared the proposed algorithm
with different benchmark algorithms that avoid allocating the
worst SC to transmitting devices under various techniques.
The study concludes that NOMA with optimal blocklength
surpasses OMA with optimal blocklength and NOMA with
fixed or random blocklengths outperforms their respective
OMA counterparts in their corresponding scenarios. Simu-
lation results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algo-
rithm, which requires 1600 times less computational cost than
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baseline approaches. Future work will explore the concept of
digital twins to further improve the system.
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